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In this article we investigate the structure and persistence of critical point
solutions of the nonlinear programming problem obtained from the quadratic
penalty function, the logarithmic-barrier function, and the multiplier method. The
analysis focuses on singularities arising from the loss of the linear independence
constraint qualification and the loss of strict complementarity. The programming
problem is first formulated as a system of equations using the Fritz John first order
necessary conditions and a nonstandard normalization of the multipliers. The
singularities of this system are then classified and solutions are investigated at each
type of singularity of codimension zero and one in terms of the bifurcation
behavior and persistence of minima of the critical point curves. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given the nonlinear programming problem
Minimize f x : g x s 0 for i g E  .  .i 1 .4g x F 0 for i g I , .i
 4  4where E s 1, . . . , p and I s p q 1, . . . , p q q , the Fritz John first-order
necessary conditions, as stated and derived by Mangasarian and Fromovitz
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w x18 , are that there exist p q q q 1 real numbers in the scalar n and vector
 .l s l , . . . , l , l , . . . , l , not all zero, such that1 p pq1 pqq
= L x , l, n s 0, 2 .  .x
L g x s 0, 3 .  .
g x F 0 for all i g I , 4 .  .i
l G 0 for all i g I , n G 0, 5 .i
where L is a diagonal matrix with L s 1 for i g E and L s l for i g Iii i i i
 .  . pqq  .and L s L x, l, n s n f x q  l g x is the Lagrangian. Observeis1 i i
 .  .that Eqs. 2 ] 3 represent n q p q q equations in n q p q q q 1 un-
knowns, x g R n, l g R pqq, and n g R. The usual way to resolve this
inconsistency is to fix n s n ) 0, which can be guaranteed by a constraint0
qualification. In this case one considers the system
G x , l; a = L x , l, n .  .1 x 0G x , l; a s , where G x , l; a s . .  .0G x , l; a L g x .  .2
6 .
This system now represents n q q q p equations in n q q q p unknowns.
Since the violation of the linear independence constraint qualification
becomes a focal point in the current work, a different normalization is
used. Observe that the multipliers n and l appear linearly in these
 .  .equations and at least one component is nonzero, thus the system 2 ] 3
can be closed by scaling the multipliers in l and adding the normalization
n 2 q lTl y b 2 s 0, 7 .0
where b is a fixed positive real number. Then the system of n q p q q q 10
 .  .  .equations 2 , 3 , and 7 has the same number of unknowns in x, l and n .
We consider perturbations of this system of the form
F x , l, n ; a .1
F x , l, n ; a .F x , l, n ; a s , . 2
F x , l, n ; a .3
8 .
= L x , l, n .x
L g x .where F x , l, n ; a s . .0
2 T 2n q l l y b0
In the sequel, the variable z will be used to denote the m s n q p q q
 .  .variables x, l when dealing with system 6 and the m s n q p q q q 1
 .  .variables x, l, n for system 8 .
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In the presence of a smooth F, a necessary condition for the existence
 .of multiple solution branches to the system F x, l, n ; a s 0 in each
 .neighborhood of a solution x , l , n ; a is that the Frechet derivativeÂ0 0 0 0
 .D F z ; a be singular.z 0 0
 .  .In Part I, the structure and persistence of solutions of 6 and 8 were
investigated when the Hessian of the Lagrangian is singular on the tangent
space. In this work, these solutions are analyzed for the situation where
linear independence constraint qualification or the strict complementarity
condition is violated.
In the next theorem we give necessary and sufficient conditions for
 .  .D F z ; a to be singular at a solution of F z; a s 0.z 0 0
w x  .  .  .THEOREM 1 20 . Let z ; a s x, l , n ; a be a solution of F z; a0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .s 0, i.e., a solution of Eq. 8 , which combines 2 , 3 , and 7 . Assume f
 .and c are twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x , a and0 0
define two index sets A and A and a corresponding tangent space T by
0A s E j i g I : g x s 0 , A s E j i g A : l / 0 4 .  4i 0 i
9 .
T s y g R n : D g x y s 0 i g A . 4 .  .x i 0
 .Then a necessary and sufficient condition that D F z ; a be nonsingular isz 0 0
that each of the following three conditions hold:
 .a A s A;
 .   .4 < <b S [ = g x is a linearly independent collection of A ¨ec-x i 0 ig A
< <tors where A denotes the cardinality of A;
 . 2  .c The Hessian, = L z ; a of the Lagrangian is nonsingular on thex 0 0
tangent space T at z .0
 .If D F z ; a is nonsingular, there exist neighborhoods B of a s a andz 0 0 1 0
 . 1 .   . .B of z s x , l , n and a function f g C B such that F f a ; a s2 0 0 0 0 1
 .0 for all a g B and f a s z . This solution is unique in the sense that if1 0 0
 .  .  .z; a g B and F z; a s 0, then z; a belongs to the manifold defined by2
 . k  .  `f, i.e., z s f a . Furthermore, if f and c are C k G 2 C or real
. ky1  ` .analytic , then f is C C or real analytic, respecti¨ ely on B .1
 .  .  .The importance of the three conditions a , b , and c in Theorem 1 is
that they provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a
singularity in the system F s 0 and an initial classification into which all
singularities and bifurcation problems fit. The violation of one or more of
 .  .  .these three conditions a , b , and c leads in a natural and obvious way
to a division into seven cases.
It should be noted that if x is a Fritz John or Karush]Kuhn]Tucker0
 . point, then condition a is called strict complementarity i g A l I im-
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 . 0 .  .plies g x s 0 and l is nonzero and condition b is the linear indepen-i 0 i
dence constraint qualification. Furthermore, if, in addition to conditions
 .  .a and b , the Hessian of the Lagrangian is positive definite on the
tangent space T , then x is a local minimizer at a s a .0 0
 .The term critical point refers to any solution of system 8 , regular point
 .  .  .  .to describe any solution of 8 for which conditions a , b , and c of
Theorem 1 are valid, and reserve the term singular point for any solution
 .  .  .of 8 at which D F is singular, i.e., one or more of a ] c is violated.z
 .Finally, by the above discussion one may consider the simplier system 6
 .in the case that the = f x is in the range of the collection of vectorsx 0
  .4= g x , which can be ensured by a constraint qualification.x i 0 ig A
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The main goal of this section is to state some of the bifurcation results
which will be applied in our analysis. The subject of theoretical and
wnumerical bifurcation has a formidable literature, e.g., 1, 3]6, 9, 12]17,
x20, 24 . This section contains a rather complete set of results for the
 .bifurcation of the general one parameter equation F z, a s 0 in the
w xcases where the corank of the matrix D F : D F is zero or one atz a
 .the solution z , a . Theorem 2 states the branching analysis for the case0 0
in which D F has a one-dimensional null space, but D F is not in thez a
range of D F, Theorem 3 deals with bifurcation in which D F has a one-z z
dimensional null space, and D F is in the range of D F, and finally The-a z
orem 4 states the bifurcation behavior for the case in which D F has az
two-dimensional null space, but D F is not in the range of D F. Note thata z
 .  .  .Case 1 leads to a singularity of codimension zero, while Cases 2 and 3
lead to singularities of codimension one.
The concept of the singularity of a linear operator on a subspace will be
repeatedly used in the sequel and can be explained as follows. Let L:
R m ª R m be a linear operator and let V denote a k-dimensional subspace
of R m. The restriction of L to V is denoted by L and defined on V as PLV
where P is an orthogonal projection of R m onto V. A scalar l is an
eigenvalue of L provided there exists a nonzero vector q g V such thatV
L q s lq. Thus we say that L is singular on the subspace V provided zeroV
is an eigenvalue of L . If L also denotes the matrix representation of theV
operator L and the columns of a matrix Z g R m= k form an orthonormal
basis for V, then P s ZZT is such a projection and the eigenvalues of LV
are the eigenvalues of the matrix ZTLZ, which are invariant under
changes in Z as long as the columns form an orthonormal basis for V.
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 .  .In this development the notation R L and N L will denote the range
and null spaces, respectively, of the linear operator L. The inner product
 : n  : T, on R will be defined by u, ¨ s u ¨ . In the next three theorems
bifurcation analysis from singularities of codimension zero and one is
given.
w x nTHEOREM 2 10 . Let B and B be open neighborhoods of z g R1 2 0
1  . l n.and a g R , respecti¨ ely, and assume F z , a s 0, F g C B = B ; R0 0 0 1 2
  ..  .   ..for some l G 1, dim N D F z , a s 1, D F z , a f R D F z , a .z 0 0 a 0 0 z 0 0
Let c and c * denote eigen¨ectors corresponding to the zero eigen¨alue of
 .  .TD F z , a and D F z , a , respecti¨ ely. Then there exist open neighbor-z 0 0 z 0 0
 . 1  .hoods U ; B = B of z , a and I ; R of 0 and a function w , w g1 2 0 0 1 2
l .   .  ..  .   .  ..C I; U such that w 0 , w 0 s z , a and F w e , w e s 0 for al1 2 0 0 1 2
 .  .e g I. Furthermore, any solution z, a g U of F s 0 is gi¨ en by z, a s
  .  ..  .w e , w e for some e g I; dw 0 rde s 0; and the parameterization can1 2 2
  . :  :be chosen so that w e y z , c s e c , c . Moreo¨er, if the zero eigen-1 0
 .¨alue of D F z , a is algebraically simple, then a parameterization can bez 0 0
  . :  :chosen so that w e y z , c * s e c , c * . If l G 2, then a parameteriza-1 0
  .  ..  .  2 .  .tion of z e , a e may be gi¨ en by z e s z q ec q e r2 z e andÃ0
2 ly2 .  .  .  .  .w e s a q e r2 a e , where z e and a e are C in a neighbor-Ã2 0
  . : 2  . 2hood of e s 0 and z e , c s 0. An algebraic expression for d w 0 rdeÃ 2
is gi¨ en by
d2w 0 D2F z , a cc , c * : .  .2 z 0 0s y . 10 .2  :D F z , a , c *de  .a 0 0
 .  .   .  ..Finally, if F is an analytic function of z, a near z , a , then w e , w e0 0 1 2
is analytic near zero.
In the next theorem simple bifurcation from a codimension one singu-
larity is considered.
w x nTHEOREM 3 10 . Let B and B be open neighborhoods of z g R1 2 0
1  . l n.and a g R , respecti¨ ely, and assume F z , a s 0, F g C B = B ; R0 0 0 1 2
  ..   ..where l G 2, dim N D F z , a s 1, and D F g R D F z , a . Let cz 0 0 a z 0 0
and c * denote eigen¨ectors corresponding to the zero eigen¨alue of
 .  .TD F z , a and D F z , a , respecti¨ ely. Definez 0 0 z 0 0
 2 2 :a s D F q 2 D D Fw q D Fww , c * ,a a z z
 2 :b s D Fc w q D D Fc , c * ,z a z 11 .
 2 :c s D Fcc , c * ,z
where D s b2 y ac, 12 .
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 .where deri¨ ati¨ es of F are e¨aluated at z , a and w is the unique solution0 0
 :  .  .of w, c s 0 and D F z , a w s yD F z , a . If D ) 0, then therez 0 0 a 0 0
 . 1exist open neighborhoods U ; B = B of z , a and I ; R of 0, and1 2 0 0
 " ". ly1 . l .two distinct functions w , w g C I; U l C I9; U , where I9 is a1 2
 " . " .  .deleted neighborhood of zero, such that w 0 , w 0 s z , a and1 2 0 0
 " . " ..F w e , w e s 0 for all e g I. These two solution manifolds represent1 2
the totality of solutions of F s 0 in U. Also, if F is an analytic function of
 .  .  " . " ..z, a in a neighborhood of z , a , the w e , w e is also analytic in0 0 1 2
I. Parameterizations of these manifolds are gi¨ en as follows:
 . " . " .i If c / 0 and D ) 0, then a s w e ' a q e and z s w e '2 0 1
" . " . " . " . ly1z q g e c q e w q e z e where e z e and g e are C in a suf-Ã Ã0
 " . : " .ficiently small neighborhood of e s 0, z e , c s 0, z 0 s 0,Ã Ã
" " ’ .  .g 0 s 0,a nd dg 0 rde s yb " D rc.
 .ii If c s 0 and D ) 0, then the two solutions are gi¨ en by
 . y . y . y .a a s w e ' a q e and z s w e ' z q g e c q e w q2 0 1 0
y . y . y . ly1e z e where e z e and g e are C in a sufficiently small neighbor-Ã Ã
 y . : y . y . y .hood of e s 0, z e , c s 0, z 0 s 0, g 0 s 0, and dg 0 rde sÃ Ã
yar2b.
q q q .  .  .  .b a s w e s a q ea e and z s w e ' z q ec q2 0 1 0
q q q q ly1  . .  .  .  .w e y a w q e z e where e z e and a e are C in a suffi-Ã Ã2 0
q q q .  .  .ciently small neighborhood of e s 0, w 0 s a , dw 0 rde s a 0 s 0,2 0 2
 :  q . : q .w, c s 0, z e , c s 0, and z 0 s 0.Ã Ã
 .Finally, if the zero eigen¨alue of D F z , a is algebraically simple and wz 0 0
 .  .redefined to be the unique solution of D F z , a w s yD F z , a andz 0 0 a 0 0
 :  .  .w, c * s 0, then the conclusions in parts i and ii remain ¨alid with
 " . :  " . :z e , c s 0 replaced by z e , c * s 0.Ã Ã
The next theorem describes branching of solutions from a singularity of
  ..codimension one that arises from N D F z , a being two-dimensionalz 0 0
 .  .and D F z , a is not in the range of D F z , a .a 0 0 z 0 0
w x nTHEOREM 4 10 . Let B and B be open neighborhoods of z g R1 2 0
1  . l n.and a g R respecti¨ ely, and assume F z , a s 0, F g C B = B ; R0 0 0 1 2
 .  .  .  .where l G 2. Let D F z , a f R L and dim N L s 2, so that N L sa 0 0
 4  T .  U U4   . U:span c , c and N L s span c , c . Then D F z , a , c / 0 for1 2 1 2 a 0 0 i
either i s 1 or 2. Assume the former without loss of generality and let a, b, c,
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and D be defined by
 U:D F , ca 2U U2 2 :  :a s D Fc c , c y D Fc c , c ,z 1 1 2 z 1 1 1U :D F , ca 1
 U:D F , ca 2U U2 2 :  :b s D Fc c , c y D Fc c , c ,z 1 2 2 z 1 2 1U :D F , ca 1 13 .
 U:D F , ca 2U U2 2 :  :c s D Fc c , c y D Fc c , c ,z 2 2 2 z 2 2 1U :D F , ca 1
D s b2 y ac,
 .where deri¨ ati¨ es of F are e¨aluated at z , a . If D ) 0, then there exist0 0
 . 1open neighborhoods U ; B = B of z , a and I ; R of 0, and two1 2 0 0
 " ". ly1 .  " . " ..distinct functions w , w g C I; U such that w 0 , w 0 s1 2 1 2
 . " .  " . " ..z , a , dw 0 rde s 0, F w e , w e s 0 for all e g I. These two0 0 2 1 2
solution manifolds represent the totality of solutions of F s 0 in U. Parameter-
izations of these manifolds are gi¨ en as follows:
" " 2 " .  .  .  .i If c / 0 and D ) 0, then a s w e ' a q e r2 w e ,2 0
" " 2 " " .  .  .  .  .z s w e ' z q ec q b e c q e r2 z e where w e andÃ1 0 1 2
" . ly2  " . : " .  .z e are C on I, z e , c s 0 for i s 1, 2, z e s O 1 as e ª 0,Ã Ã Ãi
" . ly1 " .and b e are C in a neighborhood of e s 0. Moreo¨er, b 0 s 0,
" " "’ .  .   . .db 0 rde s yb " D rc and w 0 s a q 2 b db 0 rde q2 1 1
 " . .2  2 U:  U:c db 0 rde , where a s y D Fc c , c r D F, c , b s1 1 z 1 1 1 a 1 1
 2 U:  U:  2 U:  U:y D Fc c , c r D F, c , and c s y D Fc c , c r D F, c .z 1 2 1 a 1 1 z 2 2 1 a 1
 .ii If c s 0 and D ) 0, then the two solutions are gi¨ en by
y y 2 y y .  .  .  .  .a a s w e ' a q e r2 w e , z s w e ' z q ec q2 0 1 0 1
y 2 y y y ly2 .  .  .  .  .b e c q e r2 z e where w e and z e are C on I,Ã Ã2
 y . : y .  . y . ly1z e , c s 0 for i s 1, 2, z e s O 1 as e ª 0, and b e are CÃ Ãi
y y y .  .  .near e s 0. Furthermore, b 0 s 0, db 0 rde s yar2b, and w 0 s2
 .  .2  .a y 2b ar2b q c ar2b , where a , b , and c are as defined in i .1 1 1 1 1 1
q q 2 q q q .  .  .  .  .  .b a s w e ' a q e r2 w e , z s w e ' z q g e c2 0 1 0 1
2 q q q ly2 q .  .  .  .   . :q ec q e r2 z e where w e , z e g C on I, z e , c s 0Ã Ã Ã2 i
q .  . q . ly1for i s 1, 2, z e s o 1 as e ª 0, and b e are C near e s 0.Ã
q q q .  .  .Furthermore, g 0 s 0, dg 0 rde s 0, and w 0 s c , where c is de-2 1 1
 .fined in i .
 .  .Moreo¨er, if F is an analytic function of z, a near z , a , then0 0
 " . " ..z e , a e are analytic near zero.
w xThe proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are given in 11 .
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Remark. The case D - 0 gives an isolated point. The case D s 0 gives
rise to higher codimension singularities such as cusp points or points of
higher order contact. Some of these singularities can be analyzed using the
tools of singularity theory which is not the goal of this work.
3. APPLICATION TO THE MIXED BARRIER-QUADRATIC
PENALTY AND MULTIPLIER METHODS FOR THE
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
Several sequential methods for solving the nonlinear programming prob-
w xlem were developed 2, 13, 14 , to avoid moving along the boundary of
the feasible region defined by nonlinear constraints. The most popular
approaches are the logarithmic-barrier, the quadratic penalty, and the
multiplier methods. Often, there are numerical difficulties in finding the
unconstrained minimizers due to the Hessian of the problem being ill-
conditioned. This is alleviated by the multiplier or sometimes called
.the augmented Lagrangian methods. Multiplier methods are also sequen-
tial minimization techniques but whose Hessian matrices are better-
conditioned. In the usual quadratic penalty and log-barrier methods, the
parameter r takes values r ) r ) ??? ) r ) ??? and lim r s 0. For1 2 k k ª` k
r very small and positive, the Hessian matrix becomes ill-conditioned and
 .thus the convergence if any becomes very slow. The most salient feature
of the method of multipliers is that, under suitable smoothness, regularity
assumptions and for a sufficiently small penalty parameter, the solution of
Ãthe constrained problem is obtained by sequentially updating l and
minimizing the augmented Lagrangian, without letting r tend to zero.
Thus the problem of ill-conditioning associated with the quadratic penalty
w xand the logarithmic-barrier methods is often but not always avoided 10 .
In these methods the mathematical programming problem
Minimize f x : g x s 0, g x F 0, 14 .  .  .  .E I
 .   ..  .   ..where g x s g x and g x s g x , is solved via the mini-E i ig E I i ig I
Ã .mization of the unconstrained problem P x, l, n ; r defined by0
1
T T T y1Ã ÃP s n f x y rd x q l g x q g x G g x .  .  .  .0 E E E E2 r
15 .pqq
Ãy f r l ln yg x q u r , .  .  . . iyp i i iyp
ispq1
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where G is a positive definite matrix, possibly the identity, n ) 0 is held0
ÃT ÃT ÃT .fixed, and l s l , l is some approximation to the Lagrange multi-E I
ÃT p ÃT q  .  .  .plier, l g R and l g R . The functions f r and f r i s 1, . . . , qE I i i
are assumed to be at least twice continuously differentiable in a neighbor-
 .hood of r s 0 and the f r ) 0 for r ) 0 and sufficiently small. It is alsoi
 .  .required that f 0 s 0 and u 0 s 0 for i s 1, . . . , q. The function P isi i
Ã Ã  .called the augmented Lagrangian. The case l s 0, l s e s 1, 1, . . . , 1E I
and d s 0, corresponds to the quadratic penalty and log-barrier functions.
 .Let x be an isolated solution of 14 and let l be the corresponding0 0
 .Lagrange multiplier so that = L x , l , n s 0. In the method of multi-x 0 0 0
 .  .  k k .pliers, we let u r s f r and generate a sequence x , l which hope-
 .fully converges to x , l while the penalty parameter r is allowed to0 0
change but remains bounded away from zero. This sequence is generated
as follows. Given a multiplier vector lk and a penalty parameter r k ) 0,
 k k . n k kwe minimize P x, l , n ; r over R to get a vector x . Then update l0 E
kq1 k kq1 w xto l and l to l as follows 10E I I
Gy1 g x k .Ekq1 kl s l q ,E E kr
16 .k kl f r .i iypkq1l s , i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q.i k kyg x q f r .  .i iyp
One frequently adjusts the penalty parameter so that r kq1 - r k and
repeats the whole process. In this section we investigate whether a local
minima of the augmented Lagrangian exists and persists.
 .The first-order necessary condition for x to be a minimizer of 15
Ã .is that = P s 0. Suppose that we minimize P x, l; r approximatelyx
0  .or exactly and let x be the approximate or the exact solution of 15
Ã y 1  .at r s r . With the definitions l s l q G g x rr , l s0 E E E i
Ã Ã .   .  ..f r l r yg x q u r for i s p q 1, . . . , p q q, and d s d qiyp i i iyp
 .  0 .  .  .  0 .1rr = P x , r , the system = P x, r s rrr = P x , r is equivalent0 x 0 x 0 x 0
to the system of equations
= L x , l, n y rd .x 0
Ãg x y rG l y l .G x , l, n ; r s s 0, 17 . .  .E E E0
ÃMg x y Mu r q Mf r .  .  .I
Ã Ã Ã T T .  .where M s diag l , . . . , l , u s u , . . . , u , and f spq1 pqq 1 q
 .f , . . . , f . We will use the normalization n s n / 0 in the presence of1 q 0
 . w  .xT .constraint qualification, i.e., = f x g R D g x . Otherwise we addx 0 x 0
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the normalization
n 2 q lTl y b 2 s 0, b ) 0 18 .0 0
 .to system 17 to get the system
= L x , l, n y rd .x
Ãg x y rG l y l .  .E E E
F x , l, n ; r s s 0, 19 .  .ÃMg x y Mu r q Mf r .  .  .I
2 T 2n q l l y b0
T  T T .where l s l , l . The Frechet derivatives D G and D F are given byÂE I z z
T T2= L z D g x D g x .  .  .x x E x I
D G z ; r s ,D g x yrG 0 .  .z x E
MD g x 0 diag g x y u r .  .  . .x I I
 .and 20
T T2 T= L z D g x D g x D f .  .  .x x E x I
D g x yRG 0 0 .x ED F z ; r s . .z MD g x 0 diag g x y u r 0 .  .  . .x I I
T T0 2l 2l 2nE I
 .  .The systems 17 and 19 are sometimes called the expanded La-
w xgrangian homotopies 24 . These homotopies are used as a second phase in
 .solving 14 by tracking the zero curves of G or F from r s r to r s 0.0
The next theorem gives conditions under which the existence and the
persistence of a path of local minima of the augmented Lagrangian and
the convergence of the method of multipliers are guaranteed.
w x nTHEOREM 5 10 . Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R , 0 g R0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
some l G 3. Assume that there is a multiplier l g R pqq such that0
 .  .= L x , l , n s 0 and g x s 0. Assume further thatx 0 0 0 0
 .a the linear independence constraint qualification is satisfied, i.e.,
 .D g x is of full rank,x 0
 . 2  .   ..b = L x , l , n is nonsingular on N D g x , andx 0 0 0 x 0
 .   .c the strict complementarity condition holds g x s 0 implies thati 0
.l / 0 for i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q .i
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ly1   .  ..  .Then there exists a unique C path x r , l r of critical points of 15
 . 2  .in a neighborhood of x , l . Moreo¨er, if = L x , l , n is positi¨ e0 0 x 0 0 0
2 Ã  ..   . .definite on N D g x , then this path persists in that = P x r , l, r isx 0 x
 .positi¨ e definite for sufficiently small r ) 0, i.e., x r is a path of local
 .  .minima. Furthermore, if u r s f r one may choose a ¨alue of r sufficiently
 .small such that the method of multipliers using the update 16 con¨erges.
 .  .In this section we relax conditions a and c of the last theorem and
investigate the existence, uniqueness, and persistence of solution paths of
 .local minima of the problem 15 for r ) 0. The analysis will be mainly
concentrated on the case where G and F have minimal degeneracy at
 . w xz , 0 in that D G : D G has corank zero or one. This includes the0 z r
 .  . 2  .following cases: a D g x is of corank 1, = L z is nonsingular on ax 0 x 0
 .tangent space, and the strict complementarity condition holds; and b
 . 2  .D g x is of full rank, = L z is nonsingular on a tangent space but thex 0 x 0
< <strict complementarity condition does not hold in that A y A s 1 or 2.
3.1. Loss of Linear Independence Constraint Qualification, Part I
w  .xThe first case to be considered is corank D g x s 1 so that T sx 0
  .T .  4 2  . <N D g x s span j , = L z is nonsingular, the strict complemen-Tx 0 x 0
T . w  .x .tarity condition holds, i.e., A s A and = f x g R D g x , so thatx 0 x 0
 .  .n / 0 can be assumed in either system 17 or 19 . This is the generic0
case for linear and affine constraints but not for general nonlinear con-
straints.
 .The general solution of G x , l; n , 0 s 0 is l s tj q n j where0 0 0 p
w  .xT  .n / 0 is fixed, j is the unique solution of Dg x j s y= f x and0 p 0 p x 0
 :j , j s 0, and t g R is a free parameter. The eigenvectors c and c * ofp
 .D G z , 0 and its transpose are given byz 0
Uc c 001 1
c s s and c * s s . 21 .U y1j L jc c 02 2
The branching analysis for this case is summarized in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 6. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
some l G 3. Assume that there is a multiplier l g R pqq such that0
 .  .  .= L x , l , n s 0 and g x s 0. Assume further that = f x gx 0 0 0 0 x 0
w  .xT .  .R D g x and u 9 0 G 0. Supposex 0
 .  .a D g x is of corank one,x 0
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 . 2  .   ..b = L x , l , n is nonsingular on N D g x , andx 0 0 0 x 0
 .   .c the strict complementarity condition holds g x s 0 implies thati 0
.l / 0 for i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q .i
 .   ..  .Then D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 if and only if w t , n s 0 wherer 0 z 0 0
Ã :  :  :  :w t , n ' yt Gj , j q Gl , j y n Gj , j y j , u 9 0 .  .0 E E E E 0 E pE I
pqq X 22 .Ãl j f 0 .i i iypq ,
tj q n ji 0 piispq1
T  T T . T  T T . p qwhere j s j , j , j s j , j , and j , j g R and j , j g R .E I p pE pI E pE I pI
The last equation is equi¨ alent to a polynomial in t of degree between 2 and
q y k q 1, where k is the number of zero components of j . Let t be aI 0
 .solution of 22 . Then the quantities a, b, and c simplify to
Y Ã y1 :  :a s y u , j q MM f0 0 , j y 2 Gw , j : .I 0 I 2 E
Ã y2 2 :y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j q D gw w , j , . : . 3 0 I x 1 1 23 .
 : y1b s y Gj , j y diag u 9 0 j , M j , : . .E E I 0 I
c s 0,
T  T T . n pqq  .where w s w , w g R = R is the unique solution of D G z ; 0 w s1 2 z 0
 .  :  . 2yD G z ; 0 and w, c s 0. The condition u 9 0 ) 0 implies D s b ) 0,r 0
 .and hence Theorem 3 yields two solution branches emanating from z , 0 .0
Moreo¨er one of these branches is ¨ertical.
 .For Eq. 22 , it can be easily established that w s 0 has at least one real
Ã X .solution provided that l ) 0 and f 0 ) 0 for i s 1, . . . , q. It follows thati i
 .  .when u 9 0 G 0 b / 0 , there is at least one bifurcation point.
There are two special subcases to consider. First suppose that the
 .problem consists of equality constraints only. Then Eq. 22 reduces to
Ã :  :  :w t , n ' yt Gj , j q Gl , j y n Gj , j , .0 E E E E 0 E pE
Ã T : .  :which is always solvable with t s Gl , j y n j Gj r Gj , j .E E 0 E pE E E
Thus there is one bifurcation point for the points x and the quantities a,0
b, and c simplify to
 : 2a s y2 Gw , j q D g x w w , j , : .2 E x E 0 1 1 E
 :b s y Gj , j , 24 .E E
c s 0,
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where w represents the first n components of w and j is the nonzero1 E
T  T .set of components in c * s 0, j , 0 .E
 .The second subcase is the inequality constrained problem. Here Eq. 22
simplifies to
q XÃl j f 0 .i i i :w t , n ' y j , u 9 0 q , 25 .  .  .0 I tj q n ji 0 piis1
and the coefficients a, b, and c simplify to
Ã y1 Ã y2 :a s y u 0 , j q MM f0 0 , j y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j : .  . : .I 0 I 3 0 I
 :q D g w w , j ,x 2 1 1 I 26 .
b s y diag u 9 0 j , My1j , : . . I 0 I
c s 0.
Ã  .  .  .If q s 1, l / 0, f9 0 / 0, and u 9 0 s 0, then the point z , 0 is a0
quadratic fold point.
 .Next, consider the problem F s 0. The general solution l, n of the
 .system F x , l, n ; 0 s 0 is given by l s tj q nj where j is the unique0 p p
 .T  .  :  .solution of Dg x j s y= f x and j , j s 0, t , n lies on the0 p x 0 p
ellipse
 : 2  : 2 21 q j , j n q j , j t s b 27 .p p 0
 .and the eigenvectors c and c * of D F z , 0 and its transpose are givenz 0
by
0
 :t j , j Uc c 01 1nj y jp :1 q j , j U y1p pc cc s s and c * s s .L j2 2 0
U :yt j , jc c 03 3
 :1 q j , jp p
28 .
The following theorem describes the bifurcation for this case.
THEOREM 7. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
some l G 3. Assume that there is a multiplier l g R pqq such that0
 .  .  . w  .xT .= L x , l , n s 0 and g x s 0. Assume that = f x g R D g x ,x 0 0 0 0 x 0 x 0
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 .u 9 0 G 0, and suppose
 .  .a D g x is of corank one,x 0
 . 2  .   ..b = L x , l , n is nonsingular on N D g x , andx 0 0 0 x 0
 .   .c the strict complementarity condition holds g x s 0 implies thati 0
.l / 0 for i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q .i
 .   ..  .Then D F z ; 0 g R D F z ; 0 if and only if w t , n s 0 wherer 0 z 0
Ã :  :w t , n ' yt Gj , j q Gl , j y n Gj , j y j , u 9 0 : : .  .E E 1 E E pE I
pqq X 29 .Ãl j f 0 .i i iypq ,
tj q nji p iispq1
T  T T . T  T T . p qwhere j s j , j , j s j , j , and j , j g R and j , j g R .E I p pE pI E pE I pI
 .The last equation is equi¨ alent to a polynomial in t and n of degree in t
between 2 and q y k q 1, where k is the number of zero components of j .I
 .  .  .Suppose that t , n is a solution of Eqs. 27 and 29 and let w be the0 0
 .  .  :unique solution of D F z ; 0 w s yD F z ; 0 and w, c s 0. Then thez 0 r 0
quantities a, b, and c simplify to
Ã y1 :a s y u 0 0 , j q MM f0 0 , j : .  .I 0 I
Ã y2 :y 2 Gw , j y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j . : .2 E 3 0 I
q D2 g x w w , j , : .x 0 1 1 30 .
 : y1b s yn Gj , j y n diag u 9 0 j , M j , : . .E E I 0 I
c s 0,
w xT n pqqwhere w s w w , with w g R and w g R , is the unique solution1 2 1 2
 .  .  :  .of D G z ; 0 w s yD G z ; 0 and w, c s 0. Since u 9 0 G 0 and D sz 0 r 0
2  .b ) 0, Theorem 3 yields two solution branches emanating from z , 0 . One0
 .  .of these branches is gi¨ en by x , tj q nj , n ; 0 where t , n lies on the0 p
 .ellipse 27 .
 .  .We note that for the equality constrained problem, Eqs. 27 and 29
 .are always solvable where Eq. 29 reduces to
Ã :  :  :w t , n ' yt Gj , j q Gl , j y n Gj , j . 31 .  .E E E E E pE
Ã :Thus a necessary condition for bifurcation is that t s Gl , j yE E
 :.  :  .  .n Gj , j r Gj , j . It follows that Eqs. 27 and 29 have exactly twoE pE E E
 .solutions. Suppose that t , n is one of these solutions and let w be the0 0
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 .  .  :unique solution of D F z ; 0 w s yD F z ; 0 and w, c s 0. Thenz 0 r 0
 : 2a s y2 Gw , j q D g x w w , j , : .2 E x E 0 1 1 E
 :b s yn Gj , j , 32 .E E
c s 0,
where w represents the first n components of w and j is a nonzero1 E
  .T .vector that spans N Dc x .0
Thus D s b2 ) 0 and Theorem 3 yield two branches emanating from
 .z , 0 and one of them is the vertical branch.0
 .Another observation is that Eq. 29 is solvable for n if and only if
< < < < < < < <t F b r j . One can choose b large enough so that the strict0 E 0
 .inequality holds in which case there are two different solutions t , "n .0 0
A possible choice of b is such that0
l G .m a x Ã< <b ) l . 33 .0 El G .min
For then
Ã Ã Ã< < < < < < < < < <Gl , j G l j l G l b :  .E E E E m a x E 0
< <t s F F F , 34 .0 < < < < :  :Gj , j Gj , j l G j j .E E E E min E E
 .  .where l G and l G are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues ofmin m a x
 .the positive definite matrix G. The quantity in the right hand side of 33 is
 .  .known when one converts from 15 to 19 . In the usual quadratic penalty
Ã< <function b can be chosen to be any positive real number since l s 00 E
gives t s 0.0
For the inequality constrained problem, w reduces to
q XÃl j f 0 .i i i :w t , n ' y j , u 9 0 q , .  . I tj q nji p iis1
and the coefficients a, b, and c simplify to
Ã y1 :a s y u 0 0 , j q MM f0 0 , j : .  .I 0 I
Ã y2 2 :y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j q D g w w , j , . : . 3 0 I x I 1 1 I 35 .
b s yn diag u 9 0 j , My1j , : . . I 0 I
c s 0.
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 .In this case the equation w s 0 and Eq. 27 have a solution for any
nonzero choice of b .0
3.2. Loss of Linear Independence Constraint Qualification, Part II
 .This case deals with the bifurcation behavior of solutions of F z, r s 0
where the gradients of the active constraints are linearly dependent, strict
complementarity holds, the Hessian of the Lagrangian is nonsingular on
 . w  .xT .the tangent space of the active constraints but = f x f R D g x ,x 0 x 0
 .so that the only choice of n at r s 0 is n s 0. Thus the solution l, n of
 .  .  .F x , l, n ; 0 s 0 is l, n s tj , 0 . The normalization requires that0
b0
t s " . 36 .0 1r2 :j , j
Therefore, there are two points z " with same euclidean norm for which0
 " .F z , 0 s 0.0
 .The null spaces of D F z , 0 and its transpose are spanned respectivelyz 0
by the vectors c and c * which are given by
y1T 2 Tc1 yZ Z = L z Z Z = f x .  . .x 0 x 0
cc s s , 37a .2 c2
c3 1
and
Uc 01
U y1cc * s s , 37bL j  .2 0
Uc 03
where Z is a matrix with linearly independent columns that span the null
 . w  .xTspace of D c x , and c is the unique solution of D g x c sx 0 2 x 0 2
 2  ..  :y = Lc q = f x and c , j s 0. For the equality constrained prob-x 1 x 0 2
 :lem c , c * s 0 and the algebraic multiplicity can be shown to be two.
The normalization of multipliers causes this difference in multiplicities.
The following theorem describes the bifurcation for this case.
THEOREM 8. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R
for some l G 3. Assume that there is multiplier l g R pqq such0
 .  .  .that = L x , l , n s 0 and g x s 0. Assume that = f x fx 0 0 0 0 x 0
w  .xT .R D g x and supposex 0
 .  .a D g x is of corank one,x 0
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 . 2  .   ..b = L x , l , n is nonsingular on N D g x , andx 0 0 0 x 0
 .   .c the strict complementarity condition holds g x s 0 implies thati 0
.l / 0 for i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q .i
 .  .   ..  .A D F z ; 0 g R D F z ; 0 if and only if w t , 0 s 0 where tr 0 z 0 0 0
 .is defined in 36 and
pqq1
XÃ Ã :  :  :w t , 0 ' yt Gj , j q Gl , j y j , u 9 0 q l f 0 , .  .  .E E E E I i iypt ispq1
38 .
T  T T . T  T T . p qwhere j s j , j , j s j , j , and j , j g R and j , j g R .E I p pE pI E pI I pI
 .The last equation is equi¨ alent to a quadratic polynomial in t . If w t , 0 s 0,0
 .where t is defined in 36 , then the quantities a, b, and c simplify to0
Ã y1 :  :a s y u 0 , j q MM f0 0 , j y 2 Tw , j : .I 0 I 2 E
Ã y2 2y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j q D g x w w , j , : .  . : . 3 0 I x 0 1 1
39 .
 : y1 2b s y Gj , j y diag u 9 0 j , M j q D g x w c , j , :  : .  . .E E I 0 I 0 1 1
c s D2 g x c c , j , : .0 1 1
T  T T T . n p qwhere w s w , w , w g R = R = R is the unique solution of the two1 2 3
 .  .  : 2equations D G z ; 0 w s yD G z ; 0 and w, c s 0. If D s b y ac )z 0 r 0
 .0, Theorem 3 yields two solution branches emanating from z , 0 .0
 .  .   ..  .B D F z ; 0 f R D F z ; 0 if and only if w t , 0 / 0. In thisr 0 z 0 0
  .  ..  .  .case, Theorem 2 yields a solution z e , r e such that r 0 s 0, dr 0 r
de s 0, and
d2 r 0 y D2 g x c c , j : .  .0 1 1s . 40 .2 w t , 0de  .0
2  . <The last quantity is nonzero when = L z is positi¨ e definite.Tx 0
 .We note that for the equality constrained problem, Eq. 38 is always
Ã :  :solvable with t s Gl , j r j , j . Therefore a necessary condition forE E E E
bifurcation is that
ÃGl , j b :E E 0
t s s " . 41 .1r2 :Gj , j  :j , jE E E E
ÃThus if it happens that l is chosen to satisfy the equation "b sE 0
Ã Ã : < <  :  : < <  :Gl , j j r Gj , j or equivalently Gl , l l r Gl , l s "bE E E E E E E E E E 0
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and D s b2 y ac ) 0, then Theorem 3 yields two solution branches in a
 .neighborhood of z ; 0 . The coefficients a, b, and c are given by0
 : 2a s y2 Gw , j q D g x w w , j , : .2 E x E 0 1 1 E
 : 2b s y Gc , j q D g x w c , j , : .2 E x E 0 1 1 E 42 .
c s D2 g x c c , j . : .x E 0 1 1 E
2  . < 2The positive definiteness of = L z yields c / 0. Thus if D s b yTx 0
 .ac ) 0, there are two solution branches emanating from z , 0 at distinct0
 .tangents with parameterization as given in Theorem 3 i .
 .   ..Next we consider the case in which D F z ; 0 f R D F z ; 0 . Thenr 0 z 0
Ã :  :n s 0, x s x , and l s tj where t / Gl , j r Gj , j . Since the0 E E E E
  :1r2 .normalization requires that t s " b r j , j , this situation occurs0 E E
iff
Ã : < <Gl, j jE E
"b / . 43 .0  :Gj , jE E
When ¨ 0 / 0, there holds the inequality
Ã Ã : < <  : < <Gl , j j Gl , l l l G .E E E E E E m a x Ã< <s F l .E :  :Gj , j Gl , l l G .E E E E min
Ã .   .  .. < <Therefore 43 is satisfied if b ) l G rl G l . Continuing,0 m a x min
d2 r 0 D2F z , 0 cc , c * : .  .z 0
r s s y2 2  :D F z ; 0 , c *de  .r 0
D2 g x c c , j : .x E 0 1 1 Es Ã :  :t Gj , j y Gl , jE E E E
44 .
c T =2 L z c .1 x 0 1s .Ã :  :t t Gj , j y Gl , j .E E E E
The denominator of the last expression can be shown to be positive by
noting that
2 Ã Ã :  :  :  :t Gj , j y t Gl , j s Gl , l y Gl , lE E E E E E E E
and
2Ã Ã : < < < < < <Gl , l F G l l F l G b .E E E E min 0
 : 2gl , l G l G b . .E E min 0
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2 Ã :  :It follows that t Gj , j y t Gl , j ) 0. This shows that whenE E E E
T 2  . T 2  .c = L z c is nonzero, then r ) 0 has the same sign as c = L z c .1 x 0 1 2 1 x 0 1
 " . " ..Theorem 2 guarantees solution branches z e ; r e in a neighbor-
 " . T 2  .hood of each of z ; 0 . Note that if c = L z c is nonzero, it has0 1 x 0 1
different signs at the two values of t . This solution has the characteristic0
of a quadratic turning point in r.
For the inequality constrained problem, w reduces to
q1
XÃ :w t , 0 ' y j , u 9 0 q l f 0 , .  .  .I i it is1
and the coefficients a, b, and c simplify to
Ã y1 Ã y2 :a s y u 0 , j q MM f0 0 , j y 2 diag Mf9 0 w , M j : .  . : .I 0 I 3 0 I
q D2 g x w w , j , : .x 0 1 1 I
45 .
b s y diag u 9 0 j , My1j q D2 g x w c , j , :  : .  . . I 0 I I 0 1 1 I
c s D2 g x c c , j , : .I 0 1 1 I
T  T T T . n p qwhere w s w , w , w g R = R = R is the unique solution of the1 2 3
 .  .  :two equations D G z ; 0 w s yD G z ; 0 and w, c s 0. Thus w s 0z 0 r 0
  .:  .has a finite unique solution if and only if j , u 9 0 / 0. When u 9 0 s 0,I
 .F s 0 has a solution in which z ; 0 is a quadratic fold point.0
3.3. Loss of Strict Complementarity, Part I
 4It will be assumed, without loss of generality, that A y A s p q q ,
2 .  .D g x is full rank, and = L z is nonsingular on the tangent spacex 0 x 0
  ..T s N D g x . Since the linear independence constraint qualificationx 0
holds, one may consider the system G s 0. The zero eigenvectors of
 .D G z ; 0 and its transpose are given byz 0
cc 11
qT 2cc s s , 46a .y D g = Lc q = g2 x x 1 x pqq
c3 1
and
Uc1 0
Ucc * s s . 46b .02
U 1c3
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Ã X .   ..  .Next, D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 if and only if l f 0 s 0. Ifr 0 z 0 pqq pqq
X TÃ  .  .   . .l f 0 / 0 and = g x g R Dg x , one can use Theorem 2pqq pqq x pqq 0 0
 .  .to show that z, r s x , tj q n j , n , 0 is the only solution of G s 0 in0 0 p 0
 .a sufficiently small neighborhood of x , t j q n j , n , 0 . Here j de-0 0 0 p 0
T Ã X  . .  .  .notes a vector that spans N Dg x . If l f 0 / 0 and = g x0 pqq pqq x pqq 0
T  . .   .  ..f R Dg x , then Theorem 2 yields a curve of solutions z e , r e of0
G s 0 such that
2 Dg x c .pqq 0 1
r 0 0 s y . XÃl f 0 .pqq pqq
47 .y1T 2 T2 Dg x Z Z = L z Z Z D g x .  .  . .pqq 0 x 0 x pqq 0s .
XÃl f 0 .pqq pqq
2 <The last quantity is positive when = L is positive definite andTx
Ã X Ã .  .l f 0 ) 0 e.g., f s r and l ) 0 .pqq pqq pqq pqq
X Ã .The bifurcation Theorem 3 applies if f 0 s 0 or l s 0 andpqq pqq
D s b2 y ac ) 0 where a, b, and c are given by
Ã Y Xa s l f 0 y 2u 0 w q 2 Dg x w w , .  .  .pqq pqq pqq 3 pqq 0 1 3
b s yu X 0 q Dg x w q Dg x c w , .  .  .pqq pqq 0 1 pqq 0 1 3 48 .
c s 2 Dg x c , .pqq 0 1
T  T T T . n pqqy1where w s w , w , w g R = R = R is the unique solution w of1 2 3
 .  .  :D G z ; 0 w s yD G z ; 0 and w, c s 0. An expression for w isz 0 r 0 1
given by
y1T 2 T 2 Tw s I y Z Z = L Z Z = L Dg . . /1 x x
y1 XT y1Ã= DgDg u 0 y MM f9 0 , 49 .  .  . .  /
2 .where Z is the full rank matrix whose columns span N D g , = L and Dgx x
 .are evaluated at z and x , respectively, and M s diag l , . . . , l .0 0 pq1 pqqy1
 .If D ) 0 and Dg x is full rank, then Theorem 3 guarantees two0
 " . .  .solution branches z r , r of G s 0 intersecting at z , 0 with distinct0
tangents.
T .   . .  .When = g x g R Dg x , Eq. 48 reduces tox pqq 0 0
Ã Ya s yl f 0 q 2 Dg x w w , .  .pqq pqq pqq 0 1 3
b s yu X 0 q Dg x w , 50 .  .  .pqq pqq 0 1
c s 0,
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 . .and Theorem 3 applies only if b / 0 in which case part ii b of that
 .theorem yields two solution branches intersecting at z , 0 one of which is0
trivial that contributes to the vertical bifurcation.
 :Since c , c * s 1 / 0, one can use the unique solution w of
 .  .  :  .D F z ; 0 w s yD F z ; 0 and w, c * s 0 i.e., w s 0 to further sim-z 0 r 0 3
plify a, b, and c so that
Ã Ya s l f 0 , .pqq pqq
b s yu X 0 q Dg x w , 51 .  .  .pqq pqq 0 1
c s 2 Dg x c . .pqq 0 1
Y Ã 2 .  . <Thus if f 0 ) 0, l ) 0, and = L z is positive definite, thenTpqq x 0
 .c - 0 i.e., D ) 0 . Therefore, there are two solution branches intersecting
 .at z ; 0 . The following theorem summarizes the branching behavior for0
this case.
THEOREM 9. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
 4  .some l G 3. Assume that A y A s p q q , Dg x is full rank, and0
2  .  .  .= L z is nonsingular on T s N D g . Let G z , 0 s 0 where G is definedx 0 x 0
 .by 17 .
Ã X .  .   ..  .i If D G z ; 0 f R D G z ; 0 or equi¨ alently l f 0 / 0,r 0 z 0 pqq pqq
 .  .a Let Dg x be full rank. Then there exist open neighborhood, I of0
  .  ..   .  ..0 g R, and a unique function z e , r e satisfying G z e , r e s 0 for
  .  ..  .  . 2  . 2all e g I and z 0 , r 0 s z , 0 . Moreo¨er, dr 0 rde s 0 and d r 0 rde0
 . 2  .is gi¨ en by 44 . In particular if = L z is positi¨ e definite on the subspacex 0
2 2 2 2  ..  .   . .N D g x , then d r 0 rd e / 0 with sign d r 0 rd e sx 0
Ã X 1r2  .. 5  . 5  .sign l f 0 . Thus z r y z s O r as r ª 0.pqq pqq 0
T .  .   . .b Let = g x g R D g x , then the solution gi¨ en for casex pqq 0 x 0
 .   .  ..  .  4a reduces to z e , r e s x , tj q n j , n ; 0 where span j s0 0 p 0
T T  . .  :N Dg x and j is the unique solution of D g j s y= f , j , j s 0.0 p x p x p
Ã X .  .   ..   .ii Let D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 or equi¨ alently l f 0 sr 0 z 0 pqq pqq
.  .0 and let a, b, and c be as defined in 48 .
 .  . 2a Let D g x be full rank and assume that D s b y ac ) 0.x 0
 " . .Then there exist open neighborhood, I of 0 g R, and two functions z r , r
 " . . " . 5 " . 5such that RG z r , r s 0 for all r g I, z 0 s z , and z r y z s0 0
 .O r as r ª 0. Furthermore, these two solutions represent the totality of
 .solutions of G s 0 in a sufficiently small neighborhood of z , 0 .0
T .  .   . .b Let = g x g R Dg x . Then there are exactly two solu-x pqq 0 0
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 .tion branches of G s 0 passing through z , 0 , one of which is the ¨ertical0
  .  ..  .branch, z e , r e s x , tj q n j , n , 0 .0 0 p 0
The following example shows the difference in structure of solutions of
an inequality constrained problem using different f and u . This example
shows also that the method of multipliers for the inequality constrained
problem does not converge if strict complementarity is not available.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the inequality constrained problem
2 2Minimize f s x y 1 q x .1 2
2Subject to g s y2 x q x q 2 F 0.1 2
 .  .2 2  2 .  .Let L x , x , l s x y 1 q x q l y2 x q x q 2 , then = L 1, 0, 01 2 1 2 1 2 x
 .  .s 0. Note that g x s l s 0, Dg x is full rank, and = L is positive0 0 0 x
  ..definite on N D g x . Consider the following log-barrier function withx 0
 .  .f r s u r s r,
2 2 2Ã ÃP x , l, r s x y 1 q x y rl ln 2 x y x y 2 q r . .  .1 2 1 2
then = P s 0 iffx
2 x y 1 y2l s 0 .1
2 x l q 1 s 0 52 .  .2
2 Ãl y2 x q x q 2 yr l y l s 0. . .1 2
 .  .  2The solution of the system 52 is x , x , l, r s 1 y e , 0, ye , 2e r1 2
Ã .l q e .
If we express the solution as a function of r, then
1
" 2’ Ãx r s 4 y r " r q 8 rl .  /1 4
x "s 02
y1
" 2’ Ãl r s r . r q 8 rl . .  /4
q Ã Ã2 Ã2 y Ã .  .For fixed r, there holds l s l y 2rr l q o l , and l s yrr2 y l q
Ã2 Ã2 Ã .  .2rr l q o l as l ª 0. Clearly, for any fixed r ) 0 zero is not a
y y  . y2solution of the difference equation l s yrr2 y l q 2rr l qkq1 k k
 y2 . q qo l . Also one can show that the difference equation l s l yk kq1 k
 . q22rr l has no solution that converges to zero. This means that thek
method of multipliers does not converge for this example. However, if we
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can identify the inequality constraint with zero multiplier, then the follow-
Ã2  .ing update l s rl r yg q r , may be used to ensure convergence. In that
y y2  y2 .case we get the difference equations l s yrr2 y l q o l andkq1 k k
q q2  q2 .l s yl q o l . The second difference equation converges pro-kq1 k k
vided lq is sufficiently small.0
 .Next consider, instead, the logarithmic-barrier function with f r s
 . 2u r s r ,
2 2 2 2 2Ã ÃP x , l, r s x y 1 q x y r l ln 2 x y x y 2 q r . . .  .1 2 1 2
There are two solutions of = P s 0 given byx
1
" 2 4 2’ Ãx r s 4 y r " r q 8 r l .  /1 4
x " r s 0 53 .  .2
y1
" 2 4 2’ Ãl r s r . r q 8 r l . .  /4
" 2 4 2’ Ã’<  . <  . < <  .We note that z r y z s 2 r4 y r " r q 8 r l s O r .0
 .Remark. In the last theorem if it is assumed that D g x is full rankx 0
2  .   ..   ..and = L z is nonsingular on N Dg x instead of N Dg x , thenx 0 0 0
 .   ..  .for the case D F z , 0 f R D F z , 0 we have r 0 0 sr 0 z 0
XÃ .  .  .   ..y2 Dg x c rl f 0 and if D F z , 0 g R D F z , 0 the co-pqq 0 1 pqq pqq r 0 z 0
efficients a, b, and c are given by
Ã Y Xa s l f 0 y 2u 0 w q 2 Dg x w w , .  .  .pqq pqq pqq 3 pqq 0 1 3
b s yu X 0 q Dg x w q Dg x c w , .  .  .pqq pqq 0 1 pqq 0 1 3
c s 2 Dg x c / 0. .pqq 0 1
3.4. Loss of Strict Complementarity Condition, Part II
2< <  .  .It is assumed here that A y A s 2, Dg x is of full rank, and = L z0 x 0
  ..is nonsingular on the tangent space T s N Dg x . It can be assumed0
 4without loss of generality that A y A s p q q y 1, p q q . Since the
linear independence constraint qualification holds, we will only consider
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the system G s 0. The zero eigenvectors of D G are given byz
c u11 1
qT 2c12 D g = L u y = gx x 1 x pqqy1c s s ,1 c13 1
c 014
54a .
c u21 2
qT 2c22 D g = L u y = gx x 2 x pqqc s s ,2 c23 0
c 124
and those of D GT are given byz
0 0
0 0U Uc s , and c s , 54b .1 21 0
0 1
where
y1T 2 Tu s yZ Z = L z Z Z = g x , .  . .1 x 0 x pqqy1 0
54c .
y1T 2 Tu s yZ Z = L z Z Z = g x , .  . .2 x 0 x pqq 0
  ..Z is defined to be any full rank matrix such that N D g x is spanned byx 0
 .the columns of Z, and where D g, = f , and = g are evaluated at xx x x pqq 0
2  .  U:and = L at z . Since c , c / 0 for i s 1, 2 and the geometricx 0 i i
 .  .multiplicity of the zero eigenvalues of D G z , 0 and D F z , 0 are two,z 0 z 0
the algebraic multiplicity is also two.
 .   ..The simple fold point condition D G z , a f R D G z , a holds ifr 0 0 z 0 0
Ã X Ã X .  .and only if l f 0 / 0 or l f 0 / 0. The bifurcation analysispqqy1 qy1 pqq q
for this case can be obtained via Theorem 4 and is summarized in the
following theorem.
THEOREM 10. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , g g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
 4 w  . xsome l G 3. Assume that A y A s p q q, p q q y 1 , =g x , i g A isi 0
2  .   ..of full rank and = L z is nonsingular on the subspace N Dg x . Thenx 0 0
Ã X Ã X .  .  .D G f R D G if and only if l f 0 / 0 or l f 0 / 0. As-r z pqq q pqqy1 qy1
Ã X  .sume, without loss of generality, that l f 0 / 0 and let a, b, c, andpqqy1 qy1
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D be defined by
y1T 2a s 2 Dg x Z Z = L z Z .  . .pqqy1 0 x 0
Ã Xl f 0 .pqq qT T= Z D g x , .pqqy1 0 XÃl f 0 .pqqy1 qy1
y1T 2b s yDg x Z Z = L z Z .  . .pqq 0 x 0
XÃl f 0 .pqq qT T= Z D g x 1 y , .pqqy1 0 XÃl f 0 .pqqy1 qy1
y1T 2 T Tc s y2 Dg x Z Z = L z Z Z D g x , .  .  . .pqq 0 x 0 pqq 0
and
2D s b y ac.
 .If D ) 0, i.e., there are two distinct solutions passing through z ; 0 with0
2  .same tangent. In particular, the conclusion holds if = L z is positi¨ ex 0
X XÃ Ã  ..  .  .definite on N Dg x and l f 0 rl f 0 ) 0, there are two0 pqq q pqqy1 qy1
 .distinct solutions through z ; 0 with parameterization as gi¨ en in Theorem 40
Ã X Ã X .  .  . Case i . In particular this holds if l f 0 rl f 0 ) 0 e. g.,pqq q pqqy1 qy1
 . .f r s r, i s q, q y 1 . In this case G s 0 has two locally unique solutionsi
 " . " .. " . 2 " . 2z e , r e with dr 0 rde s 0 and d r 0 rde is as gi¨ en in Case
 .i of Theorem 4.
4. PERSISTENCE OF LOCAL MINIMA
  ..The bifurcation behavior of the zeros of = P P is defined in 15 , atx
 .  .points where some condition a or c of Theorem 5 is violated, is analyzed
in some detail in Section 3. We now examine the nature of the critical
points along solutions of = P s 0 passing through singularity points wherex
the Hessian of the Lagrangian is positive definite on the tangent space of
the active constraints, but the gradients of the active constraints are
linearly dependent or the strict complementarity condition is violated. Of
particular interest is the question: In tracing a minimum along some
critical point branch through a bifurcation point, under what conditions
will a true feasible minimum persist locally beyond the singularity?
It will be shown in this section that if the Hessian of the Lagrangian is
positive definite on the tangent space of the active constraints, then
minima persist along all nontrivial smooth solutions of = P s 0 for r ) 0.x
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 .The Hessian matrix for the penalty function P defined in 15 is given by
=2P x e ; r e .  . .x
1 T2 y1s = L x e , l e , n q D g x e G D g x e .  .  .  . .  . .x 0 x E x Er e .
pqq 2l e .i Tq D g x e D g x e , 55 .  .  . .  . x i x iÃl f r e . .pq1 i iyp
Ã y1 Ã .  .where l s l q G g x rr and l s l f r yg q u for i s p qE E E i i iyp i iyp
1, . . . , p q q.
THEOREM 11. Let f and g be C l for some l G 2 in a neighborhood of x0
 .  .  .and let F z ; 0 s 0, where F is defined in 19 . Assume that D g x has0 x 0
2  .corank one, = L x , l , n is positi¨ e definite on the tangent space T sx 0 0 0
XÃ  ..  .  .N D g x where g s g , i g A . Assume that l G 0 and f 0 ) 0 forx 0 i i i
  .  ..i s 1, . . . , q. Let z e ; r e be a smooth solution of F s 0 such that
 . 2   .  ..r 9 0 ) 0. Then = P x e ; r e is positi¨ e definite for sufficiently smallx
 .r e ) 0.
Proof. The Hessian =2P can be written asx
l2iT T2 w x= P s W e q D g S e Dg q D g D g , 56 .  .  .x x x i x iÃl fi iypigAyA
where
pqq
2 2W e s n e = f x e q l e = g x e , .  .  .  .  . .  .x i x i
is1
Gy1 g x e . .EÃl e s l q , .E E r e . 57 .
Ãl fi iyp
l s for i s p q 1, . . . , p q qi yg q ui iyp
and
y1G
0
r e .S e s , .
y12 y1Ã0 M e M diag f r e .  . . .
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 .  .where M s diag l g A, D g is evaluated at x e , and f and u arei i x
 .  .evaluated at r e . Let Z be an n = n y p y q q 1 full rank matrix1
 .whose columns span the tangent space T so that D g x Z s 0, andx 0 1
w x n=nchoose Z so that Z s Z : Z g R is full rank. Then2 1 2
A e B e .  .
T 2Z = P x e , r e Z s , .  . .x TB e C e .  .
where
l2iTT T T T TA e s Z WZ q Z D g SD gZ q Z D g D g Z , . 1 1 1 x x 1 1 x i x i 1Ãl fi iypigAyA
TT TB e s Z WZ q Z D g SD gZ . 1 2 1 x x 2
l2i TT Tw xq Z D g D g Z , 1 x i x i 2Ãl fi iypigAyA
58 .
TT TC e s Z WZ q Z D g SD gZ . 2 2 2 x x 2
l2i TT Tw xq Z D g D g Z , 2 x i x i 2Ãl fi iypigAyA
 .where W and D g are evaluated at e and x e , respectively.x
 .The third term in each of the expressions of A, B, and C is O e since
 .   ..  .l e and the corresponding f r e are O e for i g A y A.iyp iyp
T 2   .  ..Now the matrix Z = P x e , r e Z is positive definite if and only if Ax
T y1 w xand C y B A B are positive definite 19 .
 .  .  .Since D g x Z s 0, dr 0 rde / 0, df 0 rdr / 0 for i s 1, . . . , q, itx 0 1 i
follows that
Tlim D g x e Z S e D g x e Z s 0. .  .  . x 1 x 1
eª0
 . 2  .Also lim W e s = L x , l , n , which is assumed to be positivee ª 0 x 0 0 0
definite on the tangent space T. Therefore, continuity implies positive
 .  .definiteness of A e for sufficiently small e for which r e ) 0.
Next, note
T y1C e y B e A e B e .  .  .  .
TTs Z W e Z q D g x e Z S e D g x e Z .  .  .  . .  .2 2 x 2 x 2
TT y1 Ty Z W e Z A e Z W e Z .  .  .2 1 2 1
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TT y1y 2 Z W e Z A e D g x e Z .  .  . .2 1 x 1 59 .
= S e D g x e Z .  . .x 2
T y1y D g x e Z S e D g x e Z A e .  .  .  . .  .x 2 x 1
T
= D g x e Z S e D g x e Z , .  .  . .  .x 1 x 2
2 TÃ .  .w   ..x   ..where W s W e q  l rl f D g x e D g x e andig AyA i i iyp x i x i
 .  .wherein each term of Eq. 59 , except for the second, is of order O 1 as
Tw   .. x  .w   .. xe ª 0. Since the matrix D g x e Z S e D g x e Z is positive defi-x 2 x 2
nite at e s 0, the second term, which is a positive quantity of order
 .O 1re times this positive definite matrix, dominates the remaining terms
 .  .T y1 .  .so that one can conclude that C e y B e A e B e is positive definite
 .for e sufficiently small and r e ) 0. Q.E.D.
2  .It can be shown that if l is an eigenvalue of = L x , l , n on thex 0 0 0
2  ..   .  ..subspace T s N D g x , then = P x e ; r e has an eigenvalue l qx 0 x
 . 2  .O e . Thus = P has n y k finite eigenvalues of order O 1 and kx
 .  .eigenvalues of order O 1re , where k is rank D g x .x 0
2  .The next theorem discusses positive definiteness of = P when r 9 0 s 0x
 .but r 0 0 ) 0.
l  .THEOREM 12. Let f and g be C l G 2 in a neighborhood of x and0
 .  .  .F z ; 0 s 0, where F is defined in 19 . Assume that D g x has corank0 x 0
2  .   ..one, = L x , l , n is positi¨ e definite on the tangent space T s N D g xx 0 0 0 x 0
X .  .where g s g , i g A . Assume that f 0 ) 0 for i s 1, . . . , q. Leti i
  .  ..  .  .z e ; r e be a smooth solution of F s 0 such that r 9 0 s 0 and r 0 0 ) 0.
2   .  ..Then = P x e ; r e is positi¨ e definite for sufficiently small e .x
Proof. Let Z and ZT =2PZ be as in the proof of Theorem 11.x
T 2   .  ..The matrix Z = P x e ; r e Z is positive definite if and only if Ax
T y1  .  .and C y B A B are positive definite. Since r 9 0 s 0, r 0 0 ) 0,
2 T ..  .  . w   . xand Dg x Z s 0, it follows that r e s 0 e and D g x e Z =0 1 x 1
2  ..  .SD g x e Z s 0 e . Thusx 1
T Tw xlim D g x e Z SD g x e Z s BZ SBZ , .  . .  .x 1 x 1 1 1
eª0
where
G
0
r 0
S s 1 y12 y1Ã0 M M diag f9 0 . .
r 0 0 .
 .   .. <and B s drde D g x e is positive semidefinite.es0x
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T 2   ..Now the matrix, Z = L z e Z , is positive definite for sufficiently1 x 1
T 2  . 2   ..small e since Z = L z Z is positive definite and = L z e is continu-1 x 0 1 x
ous.
T T T .  .  ..   ..   ..Thus A e s Z W e z e Z q Z D g x e SD g x e Z is posi-1 1 1 x x 1
 .tive definite for sufficiently small e for which r e ) 0.
 .We note that the following terms in the expression for C e y
 .T y1 .  .B e A e B e satisfy the following order relations: the first and third
 .  .terms are O 1 , the fourth is O 1re , and the second and fifth are
 2 .O 1re . Thus positive definiteness will be established if the second and
fifth terms together are positive definite. These latter two terms can be
written as
T TT 1r2 1r2 y1 T 1r2E e s Z D g S I y S D gZ A e Z D g S .  .2 x x 1 1 x
60 .
1r2= S D gZ ,x 2
1r2 1r2 .where D g and S are evaluated at x e , e , respectively and where Sx
is the matrix whose diagonal elements are positive and solves the matrix
2 w xequation X s S. The matrix inversion lemma 19 can be used to com-
y1  .pute A which, when inserted into E e , yields
T y1T 1r2 1r2E e s Z D g x e S I y Y q Y I q Y Y S D g x e Z , .  .  .  . .  .2 x x 2
where
y1 T1r2 T T 1r2Y s S e D g x e Z Z W e Z Z D g x e S e . .  .  .  .  . .  . .x 1 1 1 1 x
 .   ..Let l Y be an eigenvalue of Y. Then 1r 1 q l Y is an eigenvalue of
w  .y1 xthe matrix I y Y q Y I q Y Y . Since the matrix Y is positive semi-
 .definite, l Y G 0. Therefore the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix
w  .y1 xI y Y q Y I q Y Y are positive and hence it is positive definite
 .matrix. It follows that E e is positive definite with eigenvalues of order
2 2 .  .  .  .O 1re since S e s O 1re and D g x Z has full rank. This showsx 0 2
that ZT =2PZ is positive definite and hence =2P is positive definite forx x
sufficiently small e . Q.E.D.
From the proof of the last theorem it can be shown that =2P has n y kx
 .  .finite eigenvalues of order O 1 and k eigenvalues of order O 1re , where
 .k is rank D g x .x 0
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